Monday, December 15, 2014

11:41 AM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

12-15-14 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar" World Wide to win the "War on Breast Cancer" in
1981... now again looking for Dr. GoodWoman to "Win the
War on Breast Cancer" for Christmas 2015. Greg + Mary need
this pardon from our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators World
Wide, grin. We also need CERN, Los Alamos, Sandia Labs,
Berkeley Labs, 100 Million Apple MacBook Pro's with built in
iPhone 007 + to get the Miracle Rx Cure to include Stage 4 by
2015 Christmas.
Homeland Security is not going to scan for STD's or 10 mm
cancer tumors! Kids with Mom firing 50 caliber rifles and
machine guns paid for by GE. iPhone007 Spy + will scan all
calls for STD's + sex with kids.
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Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the Godsent
ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN here will restart
for its second 3-year run in March 2015 that will see the
world's most powerful particle accelerator double its
collisional energy.
12-15-14 Mary B... "Looking for Mr. Goodbar" Marry the right
person in a 1984 II Society when wives are killed on
Christmas Day by troops coming home from "Oil Money Wars"
Iraq. And this news is suppressed by the NY Times! Killing of
26 Children at Sandy Hook, 26 Children at Saint Jude from
Poison Gas Exhaust. Hell 26 Cops killed in fiery cop car
crashes. Even Hunger Games "Girl On Fire" mocked President
Snow USA. Hunger Games "Coal" mocks. NY Times new about
"Coal" need to reach the atoms like the story below about
atoms!

12-15-14 ... seem insurmountable; fiery cop car crashes in
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12-15-14 ... seem insurmountable; fiery cop car crashes in
Paris + Moscow because of $777 Trillion in BP Oil Revenue.
Yale Grads or West Point Grads face war crimes, cop killers!
We know what they did for the Money!
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... ...looking
to others to fix the problem... JFK Carrier Groups will kill
another 26 children in the next decade as Caroline Kennedy
Christens the JFK Carrier!
12-15-14 Homeland Security is not going to scan for STD's or
10 mm cancer tumors! Kids with Mom firing 50 caliber rifles
and machine guns paid for by GE.
12-15-14 Sandy Hook Newtown , CT "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar" Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook!!

12-15-14 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar" to Escort Women + Children in a 1984 II Society
that is ruled by Mafia of Warriors like Cheney.
12-15-14 Cheney would torture... Children via one specific
amino acid present in the fetal-type, but not in adult
organisms, contributes enormously to the action of
acetylcholine and choline, to generate a greater potency. It
was further studied through computer simulations done by
the Center for Computational Research, UB's Supercomputing
center. The research is relevant to a birth-related genetic
disease: the multiple pterygium syndrome (also known as
Escobar syndrome) in which one of the essential subunits
unique to the fetal-type AChR, malfunctions.
12-15-14 Cheney would torture... Children via... Since the
transition of fetal-adult AChR is critical for synapse
formation, the study also will enhance understanding of
how cells communicate with one another during
development...
12-15-14 Cheney would torture... Children then kill them
with birth defects and cancers from $777 Trillion he and
bush gave to Mecca.
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bush gave to Mecca.

12-15-14 Cheney would torture... Cheney, Bush, McCain,
Kerry did kill the 26 kids at Sandy Hook by suppressing the
1980 ElectricwindmillFord Escort. Kerry did kill more than
26 women + children in Vietnam. Dr. Kerry would never have
gone to Vietnam to kill so many people. Kerry couldn't get
into Yale Med School. Same for Bush + Bush. Yale Med School
will take over the Campus of Yale after the coup to build a
155 Story New Haven Med School built on a Eiffel Tower
Structure.

12-15-14 Cheney would torture... Cheney, Bush, McCain,
Kerry did kill everyone on 9/11 then refused to build a Yale
Freedom Towers Medical School at Ground Zero. But Cheney
took a elite state of the art Heart Transplant only the 1984 II
Numb Nuts Dictator win!!

12-15-14 Movie Diane Keaton "Looking for Mr. Goodbar"
Movie "Looking for Dr. GoodWoman MD" will be made by Sony
after the 4 MD Wives Coup. Diane Keaton will narrate us
through 19K killings of SWF by drunk men since she made
Looking for Mr. Goodbar decades ago. Save her life... finally!!
Dash Cam, Living room cam, spy cams finally!!
12-15-14 "Looking for Mr. Goodbar" in our 1984 II HQ at
Christmas 2014...

12-15-14 Sandy Hook Newtown , CT "Looking for Mr.
Goodbar" Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook!!
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook...
Elementary School shooting, which left 26 adults and
children dead in Newtown, CT
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children dead in Newtown, CT
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... Sunday’s
80-minute service was organized by the Gun Violence
Prevention Center of Utah.
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... It featured
speeches by several of Utah’s religious leaders, who addressed
the group, while photos of gun violence victims were
continuously displayed on two giant screens on either side of
the pulpit.
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... ...looking
to others to fix the problem...
12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... " ‘God’s
gotta do something,’ Yale Medical School did study the issue
for 2 years now without a public 1984 II Rx Cure because the
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator reject a cure just like they reject
a Overnight Rx Cure for Breast Caner + 19K SWF killed by
drunk men in 2014. Homeland Security is not going to scan
for STD's or 10 mm cancer tumors!

12-15-14 Second anniversary of the Sandy Hook... ...next
year we don’t have to light more candles...

12-14-14 Gravity Bombs... "Senate passed a $1.1 trillion
spending bill for the "New Manhattan Project for the
Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure of Breast Cancer" Will Dr.
Nancy say Yes to this Legal Polygamous Marriage to Share
the Nobel for the Cure? Yes the Senate made Polygamous
Marriage Legal if your are working 24/7 on a "Cure" with
1984 II cameras watching and recording all your internet
research sessions.
12-14-14 Gravity Bombs... Star Travel to the 52 nearest
Stars... "Exodus's Moral Challenge for Jews" Gravity Bombs
secret weapon not the Gravity Engine to blast off to the
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secret weapon not the Gravity Engine to blast off to the
nearest 52 Stars to check up on Gods work in the
neighborhood, grin!

12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory neuron functionality!!
12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory Stage 4 functionality!!
12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory Football functionality!!

12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory 1,001 Nobels in Medicine
in 2015 functionality!!
12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Hemingway House Writing Class "To
Have Have Not" for 100 girls... MacBook Air, what's in the
"AIR" in our 1984 II Society Today? Will Greg + Mary get a
Pardon in time to work 24/7 on Christmas Day?

Mandy Miles, write next Sunday in the Key West Citizen write
about the Hemingway House Writing Class "To Have Have
Not" Christmas Day Writing Classes by 100 girls, this
"Inhibitory neuron functionality" novel is finished by
Christmas Night!
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iPhone6 Plus... free back to school supplies for these 4 girls + 1
million SWF's when Mecca pays for the 200 stitches they she
got in the Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the
Godsent ElectricWindmillFord Escort!

12-14-14 Gravity Bombs... "Renaissance MD women
Journalists" there are none at the NY Times Today! Think
Ahead of the lump in your throat to the lump in your breast
before you write insensitive news about the London Plague,
Today's BC 1984 II Society is like the "Hunger Games" and
MockingJays are the Fiery Cop Cars on Fire in Paris +
Moscow. "Another Day in the Frontal Lobe" of our 1984 II
Numb Nuts Dictators World Wide. Brain Surgery via "JOY"
perfume formula Love Potion mixed up at Los Alamos +
Sandia Labs by Papoose, who was brainwashed 10 years ago
thinking there would be a Christmas 2004 Miracle from God
to STOP all the Fiery Cop Car Crashes... Stage 4 breast cancer
at Los Alamos + Sandia labs never makes the front page of
the NY Times even though "Radiation Bombs" are going off
every minute of the day!
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12-14-14 Gravity Bombs... "Senate passed a $1.1 trillion
spending bill for the "New Manhattan Project for the
Overnight Miracle Godsent Cure of Breast Cancer" Will Dr.
Nancy say Yes to this Legal Polygamous Marriage to Share
the Nobel for the Cure? Yes the Senate made Polygamous
Marriage Legal if your are working 24/7 on a "Cure" with
1984 II cameras watching and recording all your internet
research sessions.
12-14-14 Gravity Bombs... Star Travel to the 52 nearest
Stars... "Exodus's Moral Challenge for Jews" Gravity Bombs
secret weapon not the Gravity Engine to blast off to the
nearest 52 Stars to check up on Gods work in the
neighborhood, grin!
12-14-14 "Marriage Compromises" Mary walked down 38
Steps drunk on wine again last night, I just biked by her at
the bar. I didn't wait for her to walk down the steps drunk
with a cane in one hand and a purse in the other hand,
and thought and thought how could she compromise our
Marriage by falling down 39 Steps drunk before we got
Hitchocks "39 Steps" silent Jet Engine invention. Gravity
Bomb in front of the Wine O falling down 39 Steps, I better
think about this a little more. Grin!

12-14-14 Mandy Miles "Marriage Compromises" Christmas
Tree lights not Stage 4 Breast Cancer Cure!!
12-14-14 Mandy Miles "I Want To Be Perfect" Stage 4 BC is so
no Key West News insensitive in 1984 II Society!
12-14-14 Mandy Miles "We had other things to do, Online
Football" Stan's nephew Chris is Senior at NC. We saw every
tackle, block, touchdown. No brainstorming 39 Catalyst
Hormones for Stage 4 BC on our Saturday inside.
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12-14-14 Mandy Miles "Without a lump in my throat" without
a electric storm in my brain for Stage 4 BC the pride for these
football students proves I have been brainwashed by 1984 II
HQ. LUMP in my breast, no a lump in my throat! Greg thinks
I need to think ahead at when I find a LUMP in my breast.
12-14-14 Mandy Miles "Cheerleader Girlfriend's" with and
without Stage 4 BC this Christmas...
12-14-14 Mandy Miles "Renaissance Man" is the Black
Football Players like "OJ" in our 1984 II with Obama!
12-14-14 "Renaissance MD women Journalists"

12-14-14 Mandy Miles "A Toughy Subject this Time..." 1984 II
cameras on the dash of your car, in your home, on Duval in
Key West. As it is "OJ" left a SWF for dead. Mandy Miles story of
Black OJ is a double homicide. One for Stage 4 BC + last
weeks purse snatching in Key West. Mandy Miles is not
allowed to write up SWF sucker punched by the black at a gas
station hold up yesterday. Or the other horrible news from
her Thanksgiving Visit up north NJ. Joy Perfume formula
would have been a better online football game for Mandy +
stan. Touchdown would save 1 million lives by this time next
year. Happy New Year Mandy Miles, and yes I will buy you a
iPhone007 so you can see who has what STD and how many
men women and children they have had sex with on your
laser guided caller id for this state of the arts 1984 II
iPhone007.

12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory neuron functionality!!

12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory Stage 4 functionality!!
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12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory Football functionality!!
12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory 1,001 Nobels in Medicine
in 2015 functionality!!
Mandy Miles, write next Sunday in the Key West Citizen write
about the Hemingway House Writing Class "To Have Have
Not" Christmas Day Writing Classes by 100 girls, this
"Inhibitory neuron functionality" novel is finished by
Christmas Night!

iPhone6 Plus... free back to school supplies for these 4 girls + 1
million SWF's when Mecca pays for the 200 stitches they she
got in the Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the
Godsent ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
12-14-14 Mandy Miles would have written.. "Inhibitory
neuron functionality as a consequence of more complex
network dynamics" this NEWS discovery that contributes
significant insights to enhance understanding of normal
and abnormal brain functionality. Football in NJ NEWS or
this NEWS discovery that contributes significant insights to
enhance understanding of normal and abnormal brain
functionality.
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functionality.
12-14-14 "Inhibitory neuron functionality as a consequence
of more complex network dynamics"

Inhibitory neuron functionality as a consequence of more
complex network dynamics Neurons in the primary visual
cortex of an awake mouse. Credit: Sami Elboustani The two
major types of neuron in the brain's cerebral cortex are
connected by intricate cortical circuits that process
information. Excitatory neurons, which comprise 80 percent
of all neurons in this region, increase activity in target cells.
The other 20 percent of neurons are inhibitory, producing
the opposite effect.

Inhibitory neurons (interneurons) have long been
recognized as critical to understanding distinct kinds of
information processing. Specific subtypes of interneurons can
regulate response gain (the extent of reaction to stimuli) in
excitatory neurons or shape response selectivity in target
cells. In a new study scheduled for Dec. 11 in Nature
Communications, Sami El-Boustani and Mriganka Sur of
the Picower Institute for Learning and Memory hypothesize
that a particular type of interneuron may influence
responses in a context-dependent manner.

Arithmetic controls response

Inhibitory neurons in the visual cortex use division and
subtraction to control computations performed by their
target cells. Several previous studies suggested that one of the
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target cells. Several previous studies suggested that one of the
well-defined classes of interneuron, parvalbumin-expressing
(PV +) cells, regulates response gain via divisive inhibition,
whereas the other major class, somatostatin-positive (SOM +)
cells, controls response selectivity via subtractive inhibition.

Divisive inhibition can occur during a range of functions
including directed visual attention, orientation,
multisensory integration, and value estimation. Subtractive
inhibition is thought to sharpen neuronal selectivity,
possibly increasing discrimination capability and therefore
perhaps enhancing behavioral performance. Based on the
findings of earlier research, these functions were thought to
be native properties of these cell types, based on structure,
connections, and biophysics.

Innovative techniques yield new findings

More recent studies, including an in-depth examination by
El-Boustani and Sur, indicate that SOM + cells in particular
are a key component of the underlying mechanisms that
dictate functionality. In order to evoke different response
dynamics in interneurons and investigate the nature of
inhibition, the Picower neuroscientists employed "an
innovative combination of novel visual stimuli, preciselytimed single-pulse optogenetic stimulation, and large-scale
recording via two-photon calcium imaging of targeted
neuronal responses in mice," explains Sur, the Newton
Professor of Neuroscience and director of the Simons Center
for the Social Brain. Using briefly flashed visual stimuli and
short pulses rather than prolonged optogenetic activation,
the researchers were able to define the response times of PV +
and SOM + neurons compared with their target cells, as well
as isolate the inhibitory effect of these two types of neuron.
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as isolate the inhibitory effect of these two types of neuron.

El-Boustani, a postdoctoral fellow in the Sur lab who led the
study, was able to show that SOM + neurons can perform
either divisive inhibition and regulate response gain or
subtractive inhibition and control response selectivity. He
found that when stimulation activates the SOM + cells at the
same time as their target cells, as is the case when probed
with large visual stimuli, they divide responses. When
activation of the target cells occurs at a different time—
sooner when they respond to small visual stimuli—the SOM +
neurons subtract responses. "So neuronal functionality is
dynamic; it is governed by firing coordination and the
overlap of response timing in the circuits and their target
cells," explains El-Boustani.

The MIT scientists' ability to demonstrate dramatic and
distinct response-dependent switching in the live brain
suggests that interneuron functionality is not an immutable
property of each cell type, but a consequence of more complex
dynamics within cortical networks. Since cortical inhibitory
neurons mediate not only information processing but also
play a critical role in brain disorders like autism,
schizophrenia, and epilepsy, this discovery contributes
significant insights to enhance understanding of normal
and abnormal brain functionality.

12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory neuron functionality!!

12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory Stage 4 functionality!!
12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory Football functionality!!
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12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory Football functionality!!
12-14-14 Mandy Miles... Inhibitory 1,001 Nobels in Medicine
in 2015 functionality!!
Mandy Miles, write next Sunday in the Key West Citizen write
about the Hemingway House Writing Class "To Have Have
Not" Christmas Day Writing Classes by 100 girls, this
"Inhibitory neuron functionality" novel is finished by
Christmas Night!

iPhone6 Plus... free back to school supplies for these 4 girls + 1
million SWF's when Mecca pays for the 200 stitches they she
got in the Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the
Godsent ElectricWindmillFord Escort!

12-13-14 Merry Christmas... How I met and fell in love with
Mary B, conquered Stage 4 BC with a Brain set on fire by
Mary's inspiration.
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Mary's inspiration.
12-13-14 Merry Christmas, on Christmas Mecca will be
destroyed by the ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
12-13-14 Merry Christmas, on Christmas Day Pentagon will
be Destroyed by the ElectricWindmillFord Escort!

12-13-14 Mary, on Christmas Day kiss my Brains MRI for all
the Stage 4 BC women Today!
Movie Stars... Dr. Angelian Jolie made famous by our 1984 II
Numb Nuts... "To Have Have Not" Christmas Day Writing
Classes by 100 girls, novel is finished by Christmas Night!

iPhone6 Plus... free back to school supplies for these 4 girls + 1
million SWF's when Mecca pays for the 200 stitches they she
got in the Miami gas station hold up in 2000. 1980 was the
Godsent ElectricWindmillFord Escort!
12-13-14 Mary, on Christmas Day kiss my Brains MRI for all
the Stage 4 BC women Today!
12-13-14 Merry Christmas, on Christmas Day kiss my Brains
MRI for all the Stage 4 BC women Today!
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MRI for all the Stage 4 BC women Today!

12-13-14 We did the "Touch of Creation" picture in Our
Brains MRI, promised God 1 Trillion Generals, their wives
and daughters we would work 24/7 on Christmas day
brainstorming 39 Catalyst Hormones to save the lives of 1
million clones of Mary with Stage 4 BC... Merry Christmas
1984 II

12-13-14 Merry Christmas... Victors of the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort "Hunger Games". Dark Berries
glisten in the sun poison desire for $777 Trillion in BP Oil
revenues for JFK Carriers when 155 Story Eiffel Towers should
be built in every major city in the USA. Mecca will be
destroyed by Aliens. Pentagon Too!
12-13-14 Merry Christmas... How I met and fell in love with
Stephen Hawking -

12-13-14 Merry Christmas... How I met and fell in love with
Mary B, conquered Stage 4 BC with a Brain set on fire by
Mary's inspiration, and gave God's best invention (SWF)
Women who all will be using their iPhone007 as their drivers
license $777 Trillion the CIA confiscated from Mecca + BP Oil
in Key West! Women in Mecca who drive a poison gasoline
exhaust car on Christmas Day in Mecca will be Whipped and
it will be on the local Miami News after the Coup. Replays of
1,001 sucker punched SWF's at a gas station hold ups too. 200
stitches because they hate BP Oil + 1984 II Numb Nuts! Just
like the Vietnam War, rape and kill the women to hurt the
North Vietnam Generals. Catch this on their Brains MRI, call
Kerry on Christmas Day!
12-13-14 Merry Christmas... How I met and fell in love with
Mary B, conquered Stage 4 BC with a Brain set on fire by
Mary's inspiration.
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12-13-14 Merry Christmas... from the NY Times!

12-13-14 Merry Christmas... from the NY Times! "Amid Details
on Torture, Data on 26 Who Were Held in Error" By SCOTT
SHANE. Correction from the NY Times after 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat. 1 Million tortured by the CIA doctors who refused to
treat cure stage 4 BC since 1980 invention of the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort. How the Hell could Scott even
write this front page story for the NY Times in our 1984 II
Society? Wow!

12-13-14 Merry Christmas... How I met and fell in love with
Mary B, conquered Stage 4 BC with a Brain set on fire by
Mary's inspiration.
12-13-14 Merry Christmas... "Two U.S. Soldiers Killed in
Afghanistan Roadside Ambush"

12-13-14 1776 Boston Merry Christmas... "Two British Soldiers
Killed in Roadside Ambush"
12-13-14 Merry Christmas... "Two U.S. Soldiers Killed in
Afghanistan Roadside Ambush"
12-13-14 1776 Boston Merry Christmas... "Two British Soldiers
Killed in Roadside Ambush"
12-13-14 Merry Christmas... "Two U.S. Soldiers Killed in
Afghanistan Roadside Ambush"
12-13-14 1776 Boston Merry Christmas... "Two British Soldiers
Killed in Roadside Ambush"

12-13-14 Merry Christmas... "Two U.S. Soldiers Killed in
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12-13-14 Merry Christmas... "Two U.S. Soldiers Killed in
Afghanistan Roadside Ambush"
12-13-14 1776 Boston Kerry + McCain are just as insane as
1776 US + British General were are!
12-13-14 Boston Women 1776 and 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in
a 1984 II Society today...
12-13-14 Boston Women 1776 and 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in
a 1984 II Society today...
12-13-14 Boston Women 1776 and 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat in
a 1984 II Society today... Chicken pox ends a rough week for
Angelina Jolie. Shingles will torture Angelian Jolie and her
kids someday. 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year and 1 will be
for the Miracle Godsent cure for Chicken pox + Shingles. Dr.
Angelian Jolie made famous by our 1984 II Numb Nuts
instead of this Angelian Jolie. Imagine the different movies
and social causes by Dr. Angelian Jolie. Wow!
12-13-14 Merry Christmas... How I met and fell in love with
Mary B, conquered Stage 4 BC with a Brain set on fire by
Mary's inspiration.

12-13-14 Key West Crime for a Merry Christmas... Two
juveniles face felony robbery charges after police say they
stalked a woman strolling to Higgs Beach and snatched her
small purse. Key West police wouldn't name the two boys but
said they were... "OJ" friends who bike in and out of traffic
on Duval and call you a M-F several times a day. Prevent
Crime signs are Neighborhood Watch Masterminds. Island
Times long as the women does not need 200 stitches from a
2000 gas station hold up. Cause of this crime is our 1984 II
Numb Nuts gave $777 Trillion in gas station hold up money
to Mecca. Women in Mecca can't drive or get their purse
snatched by "OJ" friends working as the prince cook. Video of
these 2 juveniles for the past month is on HQ hard drive too.
Anyone want to watch... Yes!
12-13-14 Merry Christmas...
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12-13-14 Merry Christmas...
12-13-14 Merry Christmas... 16 year old girl, front page news
in Key West Citizen. "Live Like You're Dying" tattooed under
her breast. What does this say about our 1984 II Numb Nut
Dictators... Bush did the math and failed 1 million stage 4
BC women's cure! Christmas gift for 2014 and many more
years if our current 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators don't
pardon Greg + Mary soon.
12-13-14 Merry Christmas... How I met and fell in love with
Mary B, conquered Stage 4 BC with a Brain set on fire by
Mary's inspiration.

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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